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Abstract : The unstruck sound, or the Anahata Nada, holds the key in elevating the consciousness levels of the practitioner.
This has been well established by the great saints of the eastern tradition over the past few centuries. This paper intends to
explore in-depth the common thread of the practice of Anahata Nada by the musical saints, examining the subtle mention in
their compositions as well as demystifying their musical experiences that throw insights into elevated levels of consciousness.
Mian Tansen, one of the greatest musicians in the North Indian Hindustani Classical Music tradition and who lived in the 15th
century, is said to have brought rain through his singing of Raga Megh Malhar. The South Indian (Carnatic) Musical Saint
Tyagaraja, who lived in the 18th Century, composed hundreds of musical pieces full of love for the Supreme Being. Many of
these compositions unravel the secrets of Anahata Nada, the chakras in the human body that hold key to these practices, and
the visions of elevated levels of consciousness that Saint Tyagaraja himself experienced through these practices. The spiritual
practitioners of the Radhasoami Faith (Religion of Saints) in Dayalbagh, India, have adopted a practice called Surat Shabda
Yoga (Meditational practices that unite the all-pervasive sound current with the spirit current and elevate levels of
consciousness). The practitioners of this Yogic method submit that they have been able to hear mystic words including Om,
Racing, Soham, Sat, and Radhasoami, along with instrumental sounds that accompany these mystic words in the form of a
crescendo. These prolific experiences of elevated consciousness of musical saints are numerous, and this paper intends to
explore more significant ones from many centuries in the past till the present day, where elevated consciousness levels of
practitioners are being scientifically measured and analyzed using quantum computing.
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